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Nearly every web, mobile, and Internet-of-Things (IoT) application have search functionality 
that helps users locate the information they want. Depending on the industry and need,  
the search requirements for an application may be very simple or astonishingly complex. 

While the need for search capabilities is ubiquitous in modern applications, it is surprising 
to find that most enterprises struggle with building high-performance, robust, and 
cost-effective search components into their business systems. Even though most database 
vendors have search functionality as part of their platform, and various specialized search 
software exists in both open source and proprietary form, enterprises still wrestle with 
scaling their systems so they can process increasing data volumes and users, and  
keeping the search capabilities of their web and mobile applications always online. 

This paper describes the general search requirements that most web, mobile, and IoT 
applications have, and the common ways enterprises have tried to deploy search 
systems in the past. It then describes how NoSQL database systems are fast becoming 
the standard database platform for these types of applications and why DataStax 
Enterprise, with its integrated enterprise search capabilities, can make developing 
powerful search components for an application fast, easy, and cost-effective. 
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Why Search 

 

 

 

Whether it’s a retail web application that smartly guides its user 
through their buying decision process or a mobile entertainment 
app that seems to know what each particular user wants, search 
technology is behind the scenes, personalizing every experience.  

 

Search functionality has become critical in every web and mobile application for helping 
users navigate directly to the products, services, and media they are interested in. 

General Search Requirements 

While every application is different, there are certain core search requirements that almost 
every modern web and mobile application has. When it comes to specific search features, 
the most routine must-haves include the following: 

Directed navigation – the ability to guide a user through a series of choices to find 
what they want, most oftentimes accomplished through faceted search and other 
search features like wildcarding, groupings, and more. 

Breadcrumbs – an important part of navigation for retail sites, they help inform a 
user where they are within a site and assist with upward navigation. 

Query assistance – involves a multitude of aids that assist the user in entering a 
search request and delivering search results that both, directly and indirectly, match 
the user’s request. Assistance can be in the form of auto-completion, spell checking, 
synonym and acronym extensions, and providing “more like this” based results. 

Relevancy control – helps handle the ranking of search results and is typically adjusted 
quite a bit to ensure the proper placement of products and services an enterprise 
wishes to promote. 

Spotlights – part of relevancy control, it allows businesses to directly affect search 
queries to ensure products and services are consistently ranked high in search results. 

Personalization signals – assists in smartly personalizing search results using data such as 
current user location (e.g. enabled with geospatial search) and historical search patterns. 
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Rich document handling – allows for the inspection of document contents that may 
be in formats such as Adobe PDF, Microsoft Word, etc. 

Content integration – provides a blending of core search results with other integrated 
and related data (e.g. product reviews for products listed in search output). 

Analytics – supplies the ability to understand events such as failed searches, 
conversion metrics, and more. 

From an architectural perspective, a search subsystem needs the following to support 
global web and mobile applications. 

Continuous uptime capabilities – users must be able to use an application’s search 
component without encountering any outages or downtime of search functionality. 

Multi-data center and cloud support – web and mobile applications are “follow you 
everywhere” in nature, and as such, it is important that a search subsystem be able  
to span multiple data centers and cloud zones around the globe so that search 
operations are fast regardless of a user’s location. 

Scalable performance – the search system must be able to grow in an online fashion 
to accommodate increasing data volumes and user connections while delivering 
consistent performance. Further, new data should be quickly indexed and made 
available for search as fast as possible. 

Standards-based interfaces – the search API’s should include usual and customary 
interfaces such as HTTP, XML, and others. 

Traditional Deployment Strategies for Search 

IT organizations learned long ago that, even though RDBMS’s provided search options 
within their engines, search traffic caused resource contention for data and compute 
resources in ways that impacted the performance of transactional (OLTP) work. Because 
of this, in the same way that IT groups separated OLTP and analytics workloads, they 
began to also break out a search into a different system. 

These “mixed workload” situations typically result in “sharded” data management 
environments that have separate data platforms for OLTP, analytics and search 
functionality, and an application that is specially coded to access each distinct vendor’s 
data platforms. In addition, data is constantly extracted-transformed- and-loaded (ETL’d) 
between the three data platforms as data common to OLTP, analytic, and search requests 
must be present on all systems. 
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Even with NoSQL databases beginning to usurp the place of RDBMS’s where web, mobile, 
and IoT applications are concerned, the data platform sharding approach is still being 
utilized with only the vendor names changing (e.g. OLTP might be handled by Apache 
Cassandra™, analytics by Apache Spark, and search by Apache Solr™). 

Most agree that, regardless of the data platforms used, sharded systems are difficult to 
manage and maintain and can deliver higher than expected total cost of ownership even 
when “free” open-source software is used. Businesses needing to solve their mixed 
workload problem want an easier approach that also offers a way to quickly build robust 
search functionality into their applications. 
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What is DataStax Enterprise? 

 

 

 

As previously alluded to, modern web, mobile, and IoT applications 
have evolved past centralized systems that made use of relational 
databases (RDBMS) as their data management foundation.  

 

These modern applications require a database platform that is able to meet the scale, 
performance, and data distribution needs of radically- connected systems. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 2 The evolution of data-driven applications 

 

To meet these requirements, DataStax Enterprise (DSE) delivers Apache Cassandra in 
a database platform that meets the performance and availability demands of IoT, web, 
and mobile applications. It gives enterprises a secure, fast, always-on database that 
remains operationally simple when scaled in a single datacenter or across multiple 
data centers and clouds. 
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FIGURE 3 Components that make up DataStax Enterprise 
 

DataStax Enterprise provides everything needed to deploy NoSQL and Cassandra in 
production environments. A certified version of Cassandra that is tested and optimized 
for production applications is included, along with advanced security features to protect 
sensitive data, management services that automatically perform key maintenance and 
tuning functions, advanced visual management and administration capabilities, and 
round-the-clock expert support. 

DSE also solves web, mobile, and IoT application’s “mixed workload” problem by smartly 
integrating analytics and search functionality into the platform along with built-in 
workload isolation and replication abilities that keep OLTP, analytics, and search 
workloads separate from one another. This functionality of DSE eliminates the need for 
multiple data management providers and application sharding. 

What is DSE Search? 

DataStax Enterprise supplies built-in enterprise search functionality (DSE Search) on 
Cassandra OLTP data in a way that is tailor-made for the search requirements of modern 
Web, mobile, and IoT applications. Built on Apache Solr, DSE Search provides full Solr 
compatibility along with additional enterprise search capabilities that enable enterprises  
to quickly build robust search components into their systems. 
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Including enterprise search capabilities in a DSE cluster is very easy. DSE Search 
can be enabled in a new or existing cluster by provisioning nodes that are devoted 
to search operations. 

For web or mobile applications that include mixed workloads involving OLTP, analytics,  
and search, an administrator provisions however many nodes are needed to service each 
workload, with those nodes operating as a distinct group of computing resources within a 
single cluster. Data is then automatically replicated between the OLTP, analytic, and search 
nodes so there is no need to manually ETL data between different systems and platforms. 

DSE Search delivers all of the features and functionality of Solr, with additional enterprise 
search, uptime, and performance benefits included as well. The following sections 
highlight the key benefits of DSE Search that make it well suited for the search 
requirements of today’s web, mobile, and IoT applications. 

Enterprise Search Support 

DSE Search meets the general search requirements of web and mobile applications 
previously listed. Use cases supported by DSE search include general web, full-text, 
faceted (categorization), hit prioritization and highlighting log mining, rich document  
(PDF, MS Word, etc.) analysis, geospatial, and social media matchups. 

Distributed Enterprise Search 

DSE Search is built for distributed web and mobile applications that need to easily search 
data contained in large data stores. The divide-and-conquer architecture allows for 
consistently fast response times across large data volumes that may be distributed 
across multiple machines and locations. 

Multi-Data Center and Cloud Search 

DSE Search’s distributed capabilities include the capacity to run across multiple data 
centers and cloud availability zones in Active-Active-Active-Active manner, which allows 
search operations on OLTP data to be easily carried out in different geographical regions. 
The key benefit is that search results can be sent back to users in those locations in the 
fastest possible time. 

DSE Search differs from other search solutions, it allows for full write and read 
operations in a multi-Active manner, whereas products like Elasticsearch are limited by 
their master-slave architectures and can only support Active-Passive configurations 
where  
a master and read slave machines are used for multi-DC operations. 
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Always-On Search 

DSE Search is perfect for applications that need search functionality that is always 
available and never goes down. DSE’s always-on architecture, built on Cassandra, 
ensures 100% uptime for search operations. DSE Search allows a user to create multiple 
copies of search data across multiple nodes, data centers, and clouds so even if certain 
machines or data centers go down, data is always available for search tasks. 

Online Elasticity 

Additional capacity (i.e. more search nodes) can be added online so search workloads can 
easily scale to meet incoming data and customer demands. 

Live Search 

DSE Search contains a unique “Live Indexing” feature that allows new data entered into  
the database to be immediately available for search. Whereas typical search systems may  
have gaps involved between when new data enters the system and when it is ready for search 
operations, DSE’s Live Indexing feature indexes fresh data making it quickly available for search. 

With Live Indexing, enabled indexing throughput doubles, and indexing throughput remains 
linear with CPU cores on each node. 

Secure Search 

DSE Search offers native support for user authentication, user authorization, data encryption, 
and firewall configuration. DSE Search does not require costly external plug-ins or external 
security configurations. All DSE Search settings and enablements are sourced from a single 
configuration space. 

Security features enabled in DSE Search include LDAP, Active Directory, and Kerberos 
authentication, client-to-node, and node-to-node encryption, and data auditing, which 
provides administrators with a view into events happening in their DSE cluster. 

Fault-Tolerant Search 

DSE Search includes options to automatically retry search queries that fail due to a node going 
down, with other replicas containing the same data being transparently accessed. Another 
option provides the ability for partial results to be returned when the use case allows for it. 

Workload Isolation and Management 

DSE Search fully supports workload isolation and management, ensuring that search 
workloads do not compete with OLTP or analytic workloads for data or compute resources. 
Cassandra’s powerful replication abilities automatically copy and move data among nodes 
so there is no need to extract data from transactional databases and load them into 
another search system. Everything is contained within one database cluster. 
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Automatic Query Routing 

To help ensure fast search response times, DSE Search automatically routes a search 
request to the best performing replica in a cluster that holds the data needed to satisfy the 
request. The system takes into account a number of factors including each search node’s 
uptime, current workload, and network distance to the user, and sends the request to the 
node that is able to handle the request in the most optimized manner. 

Solr Compatible 

Helping power DSE Search is a production- certified version of Apache Solr. DSE Search 
inherits all the power and capabilities of Solr and builds on top of it to create even more 
powerful enterprise search functionality. Anyone familiar with Solr can immediately begin  
to develop with DSE Search using the same Solr API’s. 

Using Solr and Lucene as its foundation, DSE Search merges the ability to perform complex 
transactional queries with the solubility and high availability of Cassandra. In addition,  
DSE Search’s Solr compatibility layer allows legacy search workloads to be seamlessly 
transferred to DataStax Enterprise with no modification to existing client code or behavior. 

Integration with Cassandra Query Language 

Search/Solr syntax is integrated with the Cassandra Query Language (CQL), which 
enhances CQL in a way that allows it to operate as a powerful search language. Solr syntax 
(e.g. a wildcard search) may be passed directly through a CQL WHERE clause so that data 
can be searched for via CQL in addition to the native Solr APIs. 

The CQL language and transport are cluster-aware meaning that it is aware of changes  
to the schema or cluster topology in real-time. If a node gets added to the cluster it will  
be automatically added to the connection pool of all clients. If a node is removed for 
maintenance or fails it will be removed from the connection pool of all the clients 
minimizing high latency request timeouts or failures. Because the CQL protocol is 
cluster-aware it is able to avoid added complexity, fragility, and the cost of load balancers. 

Common Use Cases 

In addition to typical search application usage, there are a number of common use cases 
that benefit from DSE Search. 

Document and Message Search 

A common use case for DSE is either as a document or message store. In the instance of a 
document store, the documents may be all documents, or correspondence pertaining to a 
customer account. These records could be chat messages, correspondence, financial 
statements, reports, transactions, or records. 
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This model typically has two user personas: the auditor and the end-user. The auditor is 
concerned with all documents across all users that match certain criteria. The end-user is 
concerned with which of their documents match a particular key phrase or were sent by a 
particular sender. 

In this model both the metadata for each record, and the full-text body of each record is 
indexed. When an auditor performs a search, all records across all users can be obtained. 
Conversely, when a user performs a search, the result set is filtered to only records 
associated with the user account. Additionally, DSE Search provides additional functionality 
to pass locality information so that when user-facing, high volume, low latency queries are 
performed, the fan-out processing normally done by other search software is avoided and 
only a single node needs to participate in the query processing. 

Master Data Management (MDM) 

Master Data Management is a paradigm where a central repository contains all information 
about an item. An item could be simple like a t-shirt that has 30 attributes, or an item could be 
complex like a TV and have over 600 attributes. 

With MDM, it is typical that every field for an item is both indexed and searchable. Data 
sources are typically pulled from multiple sources such as suppliers, shippers, and the 
vendor’s own internal processes. Typical applications include product catalog for vendors, 
retailers, or manufacturers. 

The catalog could serve either internal processes or external customers. In both instances, 
the focus is on a large volume of low latency queries. 

Real-Time Search Analytics 

Real-time analytics typically operates over an event stream of many small machine- 
generated events. This could be log data from servers or marketing and revenue data from 
an online retailer. 

With real-time search analytics, the emphasis is to quickly generate a report of events, users, 
etc., which satisfies some conditions. Examples could include “find all servers where this 
exception occurred”, “count all users which have logged on in the previous 30 days”, and so 
on. The emphasis is on counting or identifying records that match search criteria. 

Hybrid Search/Batch Analytics 

Real-time search analytics can be limited when the process can’t perform aggregations or do 
deeper more complicated calculations without help. To perform these types of calculations, 
DataStax Enterprise integrates Apache Spark, which is a perfect fit for such use cases. 
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As mentioned earlier in this document, Spark is a batch analytics framework with  
advanced functionality such as graph abstractions and machine learning, and DSE’s unique 
integration with analytics and search allows customers to initiate a batch job that uses a 
search query as its source. This greatly reduces the number of records that must be 
processed, and thus reduces response times. Using this methodology it’s possible to 
reduce complex batch- reporting times to seconds or possibly sub-second. 

DSE Search Customer Examples 

The following DataStax customer examples illustrate how DSE Search is being deployed in 
enterprise environments. 

 

 

Family Tree application regularly supports 30,000 concurrent users who are changing the 
database as well as performing complex queries. The hinting engine depends on DSE 
(DataStax Enterprise) Cassandra to support presentation of analytical results comparing 
trillions of data elements to determine relationships between records in the Family Tree and 
records in the historical records system.  

The Family Tree database consists of 21 nodes in its primary ring. We have a ring in each of 
two data centers in two different AWS regions. The growth in both data managed by Family 
Tree and number of users has been readily handled by DSE Cassandra.  

FamilySearch  built a new system called the Records Management System (RMS) that 
facilitates publishing of scanned historical records in 24 hours vs. the current several-month 
process. Core to RMS is a DSE Cassandra implementation that tracks the workflow of 
records processing of millions of records being ingested into the system yearly. The system 
supports metadata management for the billions of historical records that FamilySearch 
manages. It grows at an annual rate of 300 to 400 million records. Average access rates are 
currently at 15K reads/second and 3K writes/second. The system also supports DSE search 
at a rate of 20 DSE SOLR queries/second. Currently this system is only providing back-office 
support, but it will soon be available to end-users at which time FamilySearch expects a 
significant increase in access, especially DSE Search queries. 

In order to validate the performance and scale at FamilySearch, artificial loads were created 
on RMS at 35K reads and writes/second. FamilySearch anticipates adding another ring to the 
cluster in order to handle faceted DSE searches across the full 4 billion record system. 

DSE is a core part of the FamilySearch ecosystem, and has helped with keeping up with the 
increasing load of records and customers. Where there’s a need for high performance and 
high scalability, along with regional distribution, DSE Cassandra is FamilySearch’s go-to 
choice for databases. The additional, higher-level functionalities such as DSE search are 
providing increasing value to FamilySearch as well. 
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Penn Mutual is a life insurance and annuities company that has operated since 1847. 
Across almost 170 years of business, Penn Mutual has been dedicated to helping people 
do more in life by creating solutions that deliver the complete value of life insurance across 
all life’s stages. 

In 2010, Penn Mutual’s Information Management and Technology Division, the IT arm of the 
business, started a project called “Core Services” aiming to merge all data domains spread 
throughout the company into a single source by marrying their service-oriented architecture 
and master data management capabilities into a comprehensive system. Penn Mutual 
started out with a traditional RDBMS approach for the persistence layer of their Core Service 
but soon realized that it could not meet their requirements for application performance or 
scalability with the existing RDBMS footprint without a large cost commitment. 

Penn Mutual chose DataStax Enterprise for their MDM system, with a prime motivator 
being DSE Search. DSE Search allows Penn Mutual to offer traditional data access services 
and ad-hoc query to create more data discovery type applications, with the end result is 
improved ability to find information and pull reports. 
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Conclusions 

 

 

 

DataStax Enterprise with DSE Search provides everything modern Internet Enterprises 
need to build scalable and high-performance search capabilities into their Web, mobile, 
and IoT applications. For more resources and downloads of DataStax Enterprise, visit 
www.datastax.com today. 
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